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Eyedentify VOSS Live is the next generation security & tracking device
that enables video recording and real-time video transmission in any
vehicle. The system is capable of performing passenger analytics to
determine the total number of passengers in the vehicle and identifies
them. To ensure occupant security during commutes, the solution is
designed to deter offenders and enable real-time help in an emergency. 
VOSS Live also enables real-time monitoring of your fleet with a range of
features.

Device Features: 
Continuous video capture with multiple
cameras
Real-time video transmission over 4G
Passenger analytics
Cameras equipped with night-vision
using IR LEDs
Secure on-board storage
Remote data retrieval using 4G or Wi-Fi
Vehicle location tracking
Relevant location-based alerts
Capability of multiple panic buttons
Integration with RFID Reader for
attendance marking
Temperature sensor for sensitive
goods
Vehicle immobilization capability
Unauthorized usage notifications
Notifications for device tamper
attempts



Ensure Occupant Safety
Passenger counting & identification
Deterrent to unwanted situations
Multiple cameras with night vision
Real-time video transmission
Evidence & real-time help

HISTORICAL DATA ANALYTICS 
Generate trip reports for vehicles to track usage
Generate speed reports for every trip
Generate incident reports for vehicles
Generate mileage reports to track efficiency of vehicles 
View the route taken by each vehicle

WEB / MOBILE NOTIFICATIONS
Occupant in / out notifications
Get alerted when vehicle is in use
Get alerted of over-speeding
Setup route deviation alerts
Get notified when vehicle reaches
destination
Get notified when the vehicle is
due for service



Fleet Management
Features: 

Drivers Management: Easily manage all your
drivers and perform task like assigning drivers
to vehicles, track total drive time, driving
behaviours and much more.

Departure Reports: Get customized
reports with information such as Trip
Schedule, Boarding Points, Bus Running
Status, Passengers Information etc. 

Boarding Points Management: Create
and manage all your boarding points with
accurate location coordinates (Lat/Long)
information. Assign boarding points to trips
and get customized departure / arrival
reports based on your boarding points.

Vehicle Management: Manage, Track
and assign vehicles to any trip using
Eyedentify's Vehicle Management Feature.

Trips Management: Create / Edit multiple
Trips, assign vehicles, drivers and boarding
points easily using Eyedentif'y's Fleet
Management Dashboard.

Utilization Reports: Track the
utilization report of your vehicles to
see if your vehicle is Under/Over
utilized and take proper actions to
maintain the vehicle's health.

Integrated with RedBus & Abhi Bus.



Genral Specifications
Parameter Specification

Operating Voltage 8 - 32 V DC

Operational < 4 A

Sleep Mode < 1 A

Power 
Consumption

Memory
SD Card

Hard Disk

Cameras
Type

Quantity

Up to 128 GB

Up to 1 TB

IP

Up to 4

Physical Specifications
Parameter Specification

Dimensions 215 x 140 x 75 (mm)

Enclosure Material Alumunium

Power 4 Pin
Connectors

Camera Ethernet

Environmental Specifications
Parameter Specification

Operating Temperature -20° C to +60° C

Storage Temperature -40° C to +65° C

Humidity 95% ROH Non-condensing


